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Changes since draft-friel-acme-subdomains-05

• Adopted!

• Terminology additions: Included RFC 8499 “DNS Terminology” definitions

• Editorial Nits: fixed up minor changes recommended on mailer
Next Steps

- Reviewers please!
- Terminology alignment choice: RFC 8499 vs. CA/Browser definitions
- JSON field names:
  - CA/B aligned: “domainNamespace” vs.
  - RFC 8499 aligned: “subdomains” (previous term in earlier drafts)

```json
"payload": base64url({
  "identifier": {
    "type": "dns",
    "value": "example.org",
    "domainNamespace": true
  }
  "challenges": [
    {"url": "https://example.com/acme/chall/prV_E7yEY/A4",
     "type": "http-01",
     "status": "valid",
     "token": "O6yRejMcfe7v4NFDG0kFA",
     "validated": "2014-12-01T12:05:58.18Z"
   }
  ]
  "domainNamespace": true
})
```
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